The U.S.-Vietnam Dialogue Group: Make Agent Orange History
Track Two diplomacy and the case of the U.S.-Vietnam Dialogue Group

Agenda

First Dialogue Group Meeting—January 2007: Da Nang, Hue, Hanoi

I. Welcome and statement of meeting objectives—Convener
   A. Review intention of Ford Foundation
   B. Explain meeting conditions (who is here, why they were selected, why the location was selected)

II. Delegate introductions

III. Establish code of conduct

IV. Find common ground for discussion—identify key topics
   A. Delegates each provide their perspective on the Agent Orange issue
   B. List topics delegates think should be on future agendas (related to their or others’ perspectives).
   C. Prioritize topics

V. Establish group conditions for meeting—What will ensure the success of ongoing dialogue?

VI. Review terms of future meetings
   A. Get consensus. Can everybody live with these terms?